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The best hotels in Milan, a choice by
Vogue Gioiello
Addresses of Milanese hospitality between fashion, design and food
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The kind of hotel you choose tells a lot about you. In
Milan, the capital of fashion and design, variety is in
vogue. If you want to focus on style while staying in the
city, there are many different options whether you are
traveling for business or are planning a weekend of
shopping. You can choose among 5-star luxury
accommodations characterized by classic elegance or opt
for something more stylish, or you can go for solutions
that are more surprising and unusual. The common thread is
an unconventional stay.
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Carlton Hotel Baglioni, via Senato 5. Perfect for either
leisure or business travel. Located in the heart of the
luxury fashion district, it overlooks via della Spiga, the
most famous shopping street with via Montenapoleone, the
Duomo and La Scala nearby. The Baretto al Baglioni is one
of the most famous restaurants in Milan while the Caffè
Baglioni is perfect for intimate work meetings or
VOGUE ARTS

important appointments.

Four Seasons Hotel Milano, via Gesù 6/8. This convent from
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sanctuary of luxury and comfort in the heart of the city,
in the center of one of the most historic areas of Milan.
A 5-star hotel created around a tranquil courtyard

exhibition "Milan History and
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an exploration of the city
through the eyes of four
photographers

overlooking an internal garden with chic rooms and three
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the most select hotels. With antique furnishings, works of
art, fine marble and wood, majestic spaces, captivating
light, a centuries-old garden and a spa, it puts the focus
on the concept of hospitality. Here haute cuisine is the
everyday norm. The Caffè Parigi is a high-end restaurant
as well as being a bistro for an informal lunch in a
stylish atmosphere.
Grand Hotel et de Milan, via Manzoni 29. A century-and-ahalf of Milanese history can be found in the oldest hotel
in the city, a destination for those seeking luxury,
gourmet cuisine, discretion and privacy in the intimate,
retro atmosphere of a noble palazzo. A stone’s throw from
La Scala, it counts maestro Giuseppe Verdi among its most
illustrious guests from the end of the 19th century.
Seven Stars Galleria, via Silvio Pellico 8. Avant-garde
design and high technology with respect for the past.
Experience the extraordinary in one of the 7 contemporary
suites located on the main floor of the Galleria Vittorio
Emanuele II. The magnificent Penthouse Galleria was
recently added. A private setting just a few meters from
the Duomo with ultra-exclusive services.

Sheraton Diana Majestic, viale Piave 42. An iconic
location in a setting of great Milanese tradition. It is
the perfect base for shopping, business and seeing the
sights that are the “historic jewels” of the city. The
aperitif is a must-attend. It takes place every evening
starting at 7 p.m. and is one of the most famous and
popular in the city with a resident DJ and signature
cocktails.
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3rooms – 10 corso como, corso Como 10. Located in a
typical Milanese courtyard, it’s an intimate and trendy
setting that features art, photographs, music, literature,
designer clothing and slow food. There are three suites,
each of which has its own private entrance, characterized
by very stylish hospitality with furnishings from the best
designers offering their personal interpretation of design
from the mid-20th-century.
Armani Hotel Milano, via Manzoni 31. The rationalist style
of this building with austere lines interpreted via the
Armani aesthetic. The result is luxurious hospitality
characterized by order, spaciousness, high-tech systems,
furnishings inspired by the designer’s home collections,
and a unique concept of service that is continuous and
discreet with a lifestyle manager running the show. Spa
and a 24-hour business center.
Bulgari Hotels & Resorts Milano, via Privata Fratelli
Gabba 7/b. A restorative oasis of serenity and relaxation
in the cultural and commercial hub of Milan. Located in an
old Milanese building from the 18th century, it has been
rendered absolutely contemporary with design furnishings
and rare materials like black marble from Zimbabwe and
Aphyon stone. Complete with spa, event and meeting space
and a 4.000 square-meter private garden, which is a
natural extension of the nearby botanical garden.
Magna Pars Suites Milano, via Forcella 6. A 5-star hotel
in the Tortona area, in the design district. With brushed
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excellence of Lombard craftsmanship. Each suite also has
olfactory elements with 39 refined essences – one for each
suite – dedicated to flowering plants and fruit trees.

Château Monfort, corso Concordia 1. The spaces here have
been knowingly renovated and elegantly furnished for a
luxury 5-star hotel that offers up the romantic feel of a
castle. An urban château that has created its identity by
taking inspiration from fairy-tale atmospheres with a
reinterpretation of the space via a delicate neo-romantic
style with enchanted gardens, secrets and atmospheres
borrowed from the world of fairy tales.
SECRET
Cocoon, via Voghera 7. A B&B with a garden in the Tortona
District, it is located a stone’s throw from the Porta
Genova station and the subway. A peaceful refuge in a
neighborhood known for its nightlife and for design,
characterized by a welcoming atmosphere full of attention
to detail and to service. Exclusive hospitality with three
charming rooms overlooking a secret garden.

Hotel Maison Borella, Alzaia Naviglio Grande 8. Created
from a typical old Milanese - style balustrade tenement
with inner courtyard, this hotel has been updated with all
of the modern comforts and exclusive services. It
overlooks the Naviglio Grande canal and is immersed in the
warm atmospheres of old Milan. The lobby is equipped for
meetings and events for business clients looking for a
space that is both charming and functional.
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city, a stone’s throw from piazza del Duomo. Actually,
there are two such places. My Bed Colonne and My Bed
Montenapoleone. Design, comfort and attention to detail at
an accessible cost. Rooms with custom-made Italian
furnishings, designer sheets and towels and pieces by
Italian architects. Use of tablets and free Wi-Fi
included.
Palazzo Segreti, via Maurizio Quadrio 15. A subtle, secret
and seductive atmosphere in a period palazzo between La
Scala and the Castello Sforzesco. An unusual Milanese
space conceived as somewhere private and far from everyday
life. An Italian feel and a passion for art are the
distinctive traits of the 18 rooms as well as the Winery
and lounge bar. There are works of contemporary artists on
display thanks to a collaboration with the Galleria Lia
Rumma.

Loft Rossosegnale, via San Vincenzo 34. A new idea of
hospitality strategically located near Sant’Ambrogio, the
piazza del Duomo, Santa Maria delle Grazie, the Navigli
area and the Tortona Design District. A Milanese loft in a
former photo studio with an independent entrance in a
building from the beginning of the 20th century. Its
essence is industrial, but it has been taken in an Art
Deco and vintage direction via the use of antique pieces,
design pieces and works by young artists.

Santa Marta Suites, via Santa Marta 4. An oasis of
tranquility in the center of Milan in a warm setting that
stands out for its personalized service. An environment
that shows the contrast
architectural
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Duomo views.
The Yard, piazza XXIV Maggio 8. A boutique hotel
overlooking the new Darsena (Milan’s system of canal
docks) promenade. There’s a lobby, cinema, backgammon
tables and a lounge bar with trunks, hat boxes, sports
trophies and antique objects that have been converted into
design elements for a guest house par excellence immersed
in a subdued, timeless setting.

Vietnamonamour, via Alessandro Pestalozza 7 and via
Torquato Taramelli 67. Two refined B&Bs are managed by
French-Vietnamese Christiane Blanchet along with her
husband Dario Arlunno. From the furnishings to the
original ingredients used in the two restaurants (both
located on the ground floor of the B&Bs), everything here
comes from Vietnam.
by Cristiana Bonzi
Published: 07/09/2015 - 07:00
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